Gas Company Tower

EXTeriorRefuge Map

1) Alert others calmly but firmly to evacuate the floor immediately
2) Direct others away from danger and activate fire alarm
3) Close (do not lock) doors as you evacuate to contain smoke and fire
4) Evacuate immediately and call 911
5) Move quickly and calmly (do not run) to your designated safe refuge area

INFORMATION
In the event of a bomb threat or other emergency situation that requires you to evacuate the building, primary and alternate assemble areas have been established. You are advised to report to the pre-determined assembly area for information and accountability purposes.

Stay at least 300 feet away from danger and have a secondary path to safety.

ASSUME ALL ALARMS ARE REAL.
NEVER RE-ENTER THE BUILDING UNTIL THE "ALL CLEAR" HAS BEEN GIVEN BY BUILDING PERSONNEL

NOTIFICATIONS
WHOOP
ALARM SOUNDS LIKE
FLASHING STROBE
ALARM LOOKS LIKE
911
FIRE DEPARTMENT & POLICE